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O N  T H E  C O V E R

Join AG. Cello, one of our star scholars, as he streams live on
Twitch each week! Tune in to follow him as he tackles different
games and offers tips and tricks in a fun and humorous way. He
streams Gas Fee Game Nights, NFT games, and some fun non-NFT
games with Friends. You can tune into our official channel at 7 PM
PHT, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to catch some great
fun and exciting content. 

A V O C A D O :  L I V E  O N  T W I T C H

ED I TOR ' S
NOTE

Hi Avocadians

We hope you have had a great month,
we know many of you have been busy
in the Avocado community, joining
tournaments and winning prizes, as
well as studying for mid-term exams.
Avocado wishes everyone within the
community the best of luck, and hopes
that those who are studying receive
their desired results. We are also  busy 
 at Avocado as we continue to bring our

October/2022

- AG.Melzzie
Lead Editor

Lots of exciting features this month as many of our community members met up in Manila for an Avocado meet
and greet. You can find out more about the transition from AVP to AXP questing and how to use the tokens in the
Avo-mart. We have a fantastic new scholarship opportunity on page 7, and much more!  

Please note: This newsletter and content herein is NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE. The Information within The Avocadian is provided for educational,
informational, and entertainment purposes only, without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including warranties of accuracy,
completeness, or fitness for any particular purpose. The information contained in or provided from or through this newsletter is not intended to
be and does not constitute financial, investment, trading advice, or any other advice.

Avocadians exciting new scholarship
programs and valuable prizes from the
our partner games. 
Enjoy another action-packed edition of
your community newsletter!

Happy reading :) 
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Melzzie

Wow, what an event! Firstly, Avocado would like to thank everyone who attended our meet & greet event in Manila,
Philippines on the 26th of October. It was fun to meet new and existing Avocadians who participated in the event.

Many of our scholars traveled from far and wide to attend and meet and spend time with Avocado's co-founder,
Brendan, and their fellow Avocadians. With a vibrant atmosphere, the evening was a huge success. We hosted a bunch
of exciting activities alongside our partners DG. Pals. Attendees also had the opportunity to be the first to play DG.
Pals' eagerly awaited board game which was lots of fun! 
Our role is to support our scholars and we are grateful to our Avocadians in the Philippines for their ongoing support.
We are really excited about continuing to navigate this space together as we continue to bring education on new
technology and opportunities to further improve the lives of all community.

October/2022

W H A T  E L S E  I S  N E W ?

Avocado is excited to partner with Reta Wars, a strategic
multiplayer NFT game. This war-themed game is based on the
clash of two nations that were once in allegiance. Whilst this is
not a fast-paced action game for the quick-fingered, it requires
strategic decision-making and tactical gameplay in the face of
conditions of simulated warfare.  Players will need to work as a
team to receive rewards based on their performance.  The game
is currently being tested by some of our scholars.  

P A R T N E R S H I P  W I T H  R E T A
W A R S !

A fun-filled meet and greet in Manila, Philippines 

Providing one account - one set of gaming credentials,
Avocado DAO has partnered with GameSwift, a project
building an ecosystem set to revolutionize web3 gaming.
The GameSwift Platform and ID provide a one-stop
solution for gamers to consolidate their credentials, NFT
assets, scores, and achievements in one place. This will a
great option for our players to keep track of their
achievements across different games. It is also a useful
tool for the guild to obtain data across scholarships. 

A V O C A D O  D A O  P A R T N E R S
W I T H  G A M E S W I F T
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W H A T ' S  B E E N  H A P P E N I N G
I N  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y

During the month of October, we hosted some great AMAs and giveaways for our Avocadians 

We kicked off the month with a live Twitter space with Mighty Bears who will be releasing their first web3 title,
Mighty Action Heroes. There were 5 whitelist spots up for grabs and they shared tons of great info on their PFP
drop and their new project, project 1337, which you can find out more about in our Mighty Bears medium post. 
We were also joined by Cradles for an AMA about their upcoming pre-alpha, how to participate in the October
Quest, and more. They also gave away $250 and pre-alpha access to the Avocadian community.
James, our partnership lead, joined Formless, KryptoKings, and other guests in a live Twitter space to discuss
blockchain gaming adoption.

We had some great giveaways for our community:  Our partner game, Blocklords, gave scholars a chance to win 1
of the 15 silver chests and Derbystars offered 15 Random boxes to giveaway.

October/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S  -  E X C L U S I V E !  
by: AG.Skyy

A friendship built within the web3 & GameFi
Environment.

When AG. Blink said he was visiting the Philippines we
seized the opportunity to meet in person. After working
with AG. Blink for more than a year now, we finally met
each other. Me (AG.Sky) and (AG.Mins) Mins, the
Avocadian Aces, have been working together under AG.
Blink’s lead since Avocado DAO started. From helping
our fellow Avocadians and interviewing future
Avocadians, I believe this is the core of our relationship
as mods and leaders and since then, never in my life have
I imagined that I would be able to meet one of the mods
that we all look up to! The time that we have spent
working with Avocado has been fun and easy as we
always have each other’s back. I think this is one of the
things that the community should see that the mods and
management teams are very approachable, appreciative,
and care about their people. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank AG. Blink for being our go-to
person for almost everything and for giving us his 100%
best to support us! He is so much appreciated and we, the
Aces and Avonauts love him!  

Photo taken at SM Mall Of Asia, Pasay, Philippines with AG.Blink,
AG. Sky and AG. Mins (from left to right)



This month, AG. Sky is in the hot seat for our
team spotlight! Sky is one of our dynamic and
much-loved Community Managers. A great
team player, we're excited to dive into Sky's
journey into Avocado and how she became an
Avocado Ace. Oh, and did we mention Sky
loves animals? :) 

T E A M  S P O T L I G H T  

Q: How did you first find out about and join Avocado?
A: I once had a friend that I used to play with in Call of
Duty Mobile and she asked me if I wanted to play Axie.
I answered “yes, just in time because I was actually
looking for an Axie scholarship and it's kind of hard to
apply now,” She said that she has a cousin that is a part
of a guild and is looking for scholars he can refer to.
That is how I discovered Avocado Guild. I got accepted
as a scholar and it’s not so long since I became one of
the community leaders, and after a few months again I
became a guild leader which required me to be
involved in the internal operations. After a successful
big event that I spearheaded being seen and
appreciated, Sir Sunny made sure I was seen so he
promoted me to Community Manager. Later on, a new
program was launched in which the Avocadian Ace.
Community Managers transitioned along the new
program. 

Q: What is your role at Avocado, what are your daily
tasks?
A: At the moment, I am a Community Manager; an
Avocadian Ace (these are scholars who work full-time
for Avocado). I focus on community engagement work
as a community manager which is to create events
online and offline to make sure the community is
always active. As an Avocadian Ace, I work backends
helping in the inside operations and marketing.

Q: What are the challenges and what do you love the
most?
A: Sometimes there are some communication issues
because of the language barrier across our regions, but
it happens sometimes, and we work through it in a fun
and understanding way. What I do love the most is
that our management and the people we work with,
AG. Sharon, Kylus, Sir Dave, and the team, are so kind,
understanding, and very appreciative of everything we
do. I love how everyone makes sure that we
Avocadians are well taken care of.
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Q: What game do you love to play and why?
A: The Game that I love to play right now is DGpals! It kind
of reminded me of Pokemon which I used to play on the
Gameboy. It is cute and the developers are very creative. 

Q: What advice do you have for beginners looking to enter
the Web 3.0 and/or Metaverse industry? 
A: While the space is still emergent, be open-minded and
prepared to shift focus and be agile with decision-making.
Metaverses have been around for a long time. Web3
Metaverses are still new and building will take time. Just like
any other start-up, it can take a while - and be prepared for
sacrifices. 

Q: What are your suggestions for anyone who wants to be
a scholar or work in web3?
A:  Patience - you need to have patience when entering
web3 because not everything will go as planned.
Commitment - it is recommended that you stay committed
to the games that you play and the work that you do
because as i said, things will not always go as planned. You
might not get good results today, but you will definitely get
good ones one day. 

Q: Share one fun or surprising fact about you...
A: One fact about me is that I want to be a flight attendant
someday or someone that works around serving people, but
I am actually scared of talking to people. I easily get nervous
when I'm about to talk in public. Ironic right? 

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 



A year has already passed, and Avocado DAO has been constantly bringing us opportunities to earn rewards. This
year, Avocado DAO introduces us to its newest, AVP system. The AVP system is a point system for our scholars to
earn Avo points, redeemable for prizes and merch items in our Avo-Mart, our community marketplace for all
Avocado merch and goodies.

“The AVP system has been a spectacular addition to our Discord community, keeping engagement fun and lively every single
day! We've had hundreds of scholars sign up and we can't wait to see them redeem their AVP for their favorite prizes,” said
AG. Sharon.

Scholars win points for fun tasks like actively participating in the Avocadian Discord community such as attending
online events, content creation, social media engagements, joining AMA sessions, game feedback and sentiments,
streaming events, and meme creation. Using their AVP, scholars can choose their favorite Avocado merchandise
from the Avo-Mart.

COLLECT. WIN. REDEEM 
M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

Introducing AVP and AXP point system

AVP System Transitions to AXP Questing

The AXP questing platform is the professional transition of the AVP system to our website, with a plethora of new
quests and prizes awaiting our scholars. Scholars can earn AXP by completing quests on our platform. For each level
they acquire, they will earn $EEDS which will be the virtual currency they can spend. What’s more exciting is that
the AXP shop will have even more extensive prizes than the Avo-Mart!
Scholars have already started transitioning to the AXP questing platform and have started claiming their daily
rewards and quests. But don’t worry if you haven’t started transitioning yet since scholars can still earn AVP on
discord for the rest of this month as we are still in a generous transition period.



 

Name                                                  Points Name                                                   Points 

October's Top 20 AVP Earners 

Kyura#9787                                             5,108
april#9035                                                 4,399
YngveLannerback#9841                  4,131
 Jarpix#3802                                            3,859
 mmarifel#7333                                     3,472
Orio.WR#3183                                      3,141
Mikeeel#1746                                        3,108
QueenYuno#0568                               3,018
Jouzka#8924                                           2,834
Codename.Snake#5322                  2,623

T H E  A V O C A D I A N October/2022

Avocado recognizes and rewards scholars who participate the most
within the community on our social channels and show their
support by joining events, contributing, and helping the Avocadian
community.

Scholars gain Avo points (AVP) for their contribution and
participation. They can trade these in the Avo Mart to purchase the
AvoArmy role which gives them access to even more rewards and
opportunities. New Avocado Army scholars are announced in
Discord at the start of each month. AVP can also be used for an
increased share in scholarships, guaranteed scholarship positions
and merch.

Rewarding Avocado's Most Active Members  

T O P  2 0  A V P  E A R N E R S By AG.Mxmx

M O D  U P D A T E
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nico1231#3153                                          2,617 
Andrianoo#6192                                        2,061 
RenRenValdez#5957                              1,791 
jolyaaa_#6112                                             1,779 
Hatta#2698                                                  1,762 
ronie#3965                                                   1,687 
fedeeMar#4125                                         1,683 
panzen#6936                                               1,554 
HADES#0440                                              1,507 
MieGoreng267(Sophiasta)#4120   1,481
 

Avocado DAO introduces its newest scholarship

program, for Ev.io, one of the most popular games

on the Solana blockchain.  This is a first-person

shooter with super cool NFT characters and

electrifying gameplay.  

Ev.io is a fast action-based game where players

can level up by obliterating opponents or

strategically placing traps to finish them off.

This is a chance for new scholars to join the

Avocado family, so let your friends and family

know, and sign up here to apply:

https://form.jotform.com/222538749911060

R E C R U I T I N G  F O R  E V . I O  S C H O L A R S H I P  P R O G R A M  

https://t.co/aTI0KjYsRO


Cello.#2098
Mikeeel#1746
april#9035
Codename.Snake#5322
Carlo#1604
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

Another fun month as we come to the end of October. We hosted Gas free Game Night with a
small prize pool, hosted some great AMAs with exclusive giveaways, hung out for a fun movie
night, and participated in a MixMob tournament. Check out this month's winners!

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.Mxmx

September/2022

 Avocadians can’t wait for Wednesdays to come because we get to play fun and exciting games for Gas Fee Game
Nights. This October, the scholars played Fall guys, UNO, and Discord Games! What makes it more exciting is the
Prize Pool of $25 USD worth of gas fees of their choice.

Kyura#9787
Reyzexe#8729
nico1231#3153
Aikomato#0079
Jobert#9725

Reyzexe#8729
Kyura#9787
Cello.#2098
CreamyKana#4092
Mikeeel#1746

Fall Guys 
Winners

UNO
 Winners

Discord Games
Winners



Level up your Genopets AMA

Mighty Bear AMA

Movie Night

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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We might be in a bear market, but don't let the BEAR STOP YOU! The Avocado Community joined our AMA with
Mighty Bear as they discussed their new game. The scholars participated and asked relevant questions live on
stage. Five Big Bear Syndicate Whitelist spots, one Project 1337 Whitelist place, and a $50 BUSD prize pool were
given to the lucky Avocadians who asked their questions.

Mikeeel#1746
mmarifel#7333
HADES#0440
fedeeMar#4125
nuwel99#6963

Big Bear Syndicate WL 
+ $10 BUSD each

 

panzen#6936 

Project 1337 
Whitelist

With the new Genopets' updates, initially, the scholars were a little confused about the new system. To help them
out, AG. Mins, AG. Miegoreng, AG. Sharon, and AG. Mxmx held an AMA to answer questions about leveling up. It
was a very informative AMA for the scholars and there was even a quick giveaway for them! The Avocadians
flexed their Genopet NFTs in the AMA chat channel, and 5 lucky winners were randomly chosen to win $1 BUSD
each.

Kyura#9787
april#9035
wahidinobi#9954
Skyy#0680
McCoy#5883

Winners

Whosoever holds this hammer - if they are worthy - shall possess the power of THOR. Avocadians enjoy fun-filled
Fridays and what better way to spend them than a movie night with the Avocado Fam? AG. Chip streamed 'Thor
Love and Thunder' while the scholars sat back and enjoyed the show. 



T H E  A V O C A D I A N

COMMUNITY EVENTS
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The MixMob Tournament

“I am speed!” Avocadians showcased
their racing skills as they participated
in the MixMob Tournament. 
AG. Renren, AG. Natsu, AG. Cello, 
AG. Reyzexe, AG. Larc, AG. Skylighttt,
AG. Kyura, and AG. Will represented
Avocado DAO in the tournament! 
AG. Renren placed 3rd and AG. Cello
placed 2nd making the Avocado
community proud!

W i n n e r s



W O R D  P U Z Z L EW O R D  P U Z Z L EW O R D  P U Z Z L E

HALLOWEEN

TRICK

TREAT

COSTUME

PUMPKIN

OCTOBER

CANDY

SPOOKY

COBWEB

 

It's the month of Halloween,
Can you find the words in this
month's word search? 

There are 9 hidden words: 
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There are 10 differences in Avocadude's picture. Can you spot them all?

S P O T  T H E  D I F F E R E N C ES P O T  T H E  D I F F E R E N C ES P O T  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E



A R T W O R K S
&  A R T I S T S

Curated by  AG.Mxmx

"Learn the rules

like a pro, 

so you can break

them like an

artist."
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Artists of Avocado

  October's collection of art is as diverse as always with
more great pieces of art from our community. This month
we feature three awesome artists: Wander the Renderer,

Jarpix, and Orio. WR.
 

We also have a funny little poem from Melzzie, our
newsletter editor, inspired by Orio's avocado painting, 

we hope it makes you smile too.
 

Thank you Avocadians for sharing your artistic talents, 
they are always so awesome!

- Wander The Renderer#0733

October/2022

(cont'd on page 13)

- Jarpix#3802
 
 

Quote by 
― Pablo Picasso



- Orio.WR#3183

30-Day 
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W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

CRYPTO UPDATES
by: AG. Natsu & AG.Melzzie 

D.G. PALS, Digimon-style NFT Game

DG. Pals are species of organisms that appear on Panterra planet that have created habitats in various parts of the
DG world. This makes them look special and unique. These monsters start out as eggs, and there are eight
different species, including Horror Egg, Magic Egg, Marine Egg, Reptile Egg, Sky Egg, Flora Egg, and two newly
added eggs which are Space Egg and Elemental Egg. There will be different evolutionary lines as players breed
their DG. Pals. DG. Pals owners will need to nurture them and watch their evolution day by day in D.G. Pals New
World.

This Month's Poem 

Avocado in a 
milkshake,
Avocado in 
salad,
Avocado brings us 
together,
In a metaverse gaming land. 
- AG.Melzzie



                                                 MonkeyLeague Partners with Top
Football Club AC Milan
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The gameplay is presented as an idle game, this allows players to enjoy the game without spending too much time in
front of the screen. Players can farm as long as they have at least five D.G. Pals in their inventory, each with their own
unique rarity, life, and quirks, to participate in PvP mode in D.G.P Legends.

In this game, players can get rewards by playing the game and completing the daily and weekly quests to get Panterra
Opal. Panterra Opal is D.G. Pals in-game token and can also be used as a way to upgrade and level up your D.G. Pals to
be able to compete between players to rank up to the highest level. At the end of each season, players will get DG
Coins and more Panterra Opal based on their rank.

Currently, Avocado DAO has a new scholarship opportunity for D.G. Pals. We encourage players to join and explore
the D.G Verse with the Avocado DAO's vessel, completing various missions, and competing with players from other
parties.

Crypto Updates     cont'd  

Our partner game, MonkeyLeague, recently released some epic news! They are partnering with one of Europe's top
football clubs, AC Milan, to release an exclusive set of NFT gaming assets. "The Italian football (soccer) club has been an
iconic club throughout the history of football with legendary players and epic seasons," said MonekyLeague in their
announcement, having won a plethora of trophies and 19 league titles over time. 

The first collection contains 16 of the most Exclusive LE Retro AC Milan monkey NFTs which were sold in a live
auction in early October on Magic Eden's marketplace.

The NFT collection is based on the club's 1993/94 and 1995/96 teams. During these periods, the team brought
home a number of wins including the Serie A, the Supercoppa Italiana, and the UEFA Champions League as well as
other achievements. 

These exclusive NFTs will have enhanced skills and high Alpha scores with extra perks for the player. With the first
of many such partnerships, this will make the game super fun as users can play with their favorite characters and
level up with their celebrity monkeys!

This collaboration between web3 game and real-life organizations and their communities is a leap forward for the
web3 space and the connection between the virtual and the real world, immortalizing much-loved iconic characters
and giving their value on the blockchain.    

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

PLEASE NOTE: The views &  opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors &  do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 
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What is proof of stake (PoS)?
Developed in 2012, and first used by Peercoin, this model allows a fairer and faster way to validate transactions,
making it more scalable for the future of blockchain transactions. PoSemploys a different process to validate
transactions. People who mine- or forgers- as they are called in this model, are rewarded by earning transactional
fees. To be able to forge, they are required to stake and therefore freeze some of their own tokens in a specific
wallet, ensuring they have a vested interest in the token itself. Forgers are chosen on a random basis to solve
mathematical problems in validating transactions and building the blocks on chain. This is seen by many as a
fairer, more distributed system in which the forger has a vested interest in ensuring the process is carried out
correctly, hence why it has been named proof of stake.  

Since the great Ethereum merge, we hear lots of terms thrown around, as well as lots of opinions on proof of work
and proof of stake, but what is the difference and why does it matter...and why is the merge such a big thing? Let's
dive into the two different methods of validation.

What is proof of work (PoW)?
Used as a model for Bitcoin, the first-ever cryptocurrency, this method allows the network to validate transactions
to prove that they are genuine. Every transaction needs to be validated and created by a new block on the chain.
This is done by someone with large computational processing power capability hence why it is known as proof of
work. People compete to be the first to solve each transaction, and the person (a miner) who does so, wins the
mining rewards for the transaction.  One important factor to bear in mind in a decentralized world is that miners
with the most powerful equipment will always have the ability to be the first to solve the problem, making the
system unfair. Other arguments against this model are that it is slow and uses massive amounts of energy to
process transactions. 

T R I V I A  -  T H E  B L O C K  B U I L D E R S  
Proof of Work and Proof of Stake- What are they? 

Why does it matter?
The Ethereum merge, moving from PoW to PoS has highlighted some of the pros and cons of each mechanism and
shines light on the debate between the two methods. There is much debate on which model provides the most
secure and decentralized option. The topic will continue to bring maximalist from both camps into discussion on
the development of future methods to validate transactions to encompass all the issues that surround the
process, from transition speed to environmental considerations to that of security and neutrality of validators, for
now, the conversation continues. 



As of now, the only playable game mode that scholars can play is D.G.P: Legends, it is an idle battle system game
where you let your D.G.Pals compete with other D.G.Pals in “Quick game” mode and “Ranked game” mode. You
can play this game both on mobile (through the Metamask app) and PC (browser).

Avocadians, alongside their D.G. Pals, embark on a fun-filled journey with captivating battles to become the very
best! We warmly welcome you to join us and embark on a journey together in D.G. Pals where you can.

Tips for newcomers:

Train and level up your D.G.P to become strong!

Battle with other D.G.P trainers and achieve victory!

Earn consistently and scholars receive more D.G. Pals and rewards!

Join our Avocado DAO discord server and fill out the following application form: 
https://form.jotform.com/222441017894859

Avocado DAO Goals:
1: Complete daily and weekly quests throughout the month and help reach scholars in the top leaderboards.
2: Give helpful tips for our growth.
3: To enjoy the game as a community while facing off against fellow scholars and D.G.P trainers.

D.G. Pals is an ambitious GameFi project built by a team of veteran game developers, serial entrepreneurs, and
games industry professionals (5 years vesting), and backed by Crypto.com, Capital, and Spartan Group. Here,
we explore their first game release DGP. Legends. 
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G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S
Get the hottest tips and tricks for DGP.Legends

by: AG.Natsu & AG.Aikomato

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

https://form.jotform.com/222441017894859


avocadoguild.medium.com
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@avocadoguild

@avocadoguild

t.me/avocado_guild

discord.gg/avocadoguild

avocadodao.io

Avocado DAO is  a blockchain gaming gui ld that aims to unlock l i fe-changing opportunit ies
and rewarding experiences for  i ts  community members .

AVOCADO DAO 

G A M I N G  I N S I G H T S (continued)

PLEASE NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the Avocadian’s articles are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of Avocado DAO. 

2: Suffering losses in “Quick Game” mode is okay as you are bound to face off trainers that have higher level D.G.P
and its part of the game however losing in “Ranked Game” will deduct your win trophies. In ranked you start off as
Bronze and work all the way up to Legends. Be wary as losing too much will eventually put you in a lower rank if
you have a previously higher rank than Bronze, you will therefore earn less through weekly claims and lower
season end rewards,  the lower the rank you have. 

3: Be sure to pick your fights wisely, don’t rush into
battle, make sure to pick fights that you think you
and your D.G.Pals will have the highest probability
of winning. You can do that by analyzing what
D.G.Pals they have, their level, and their total
attack power shown beneath their names. 

In-Game Tips & Tricks:
1: Make sure to check and complete the daily and weekly task.

4: Team positioning matters, as well-prepared
teams in their correct positions, will receive boosts
and bonuses that can enhance their stats. They will
have advantages that can lead to better results in
team fights. 


